Intracranial EEG in temporal lobe epilepsy: location of seizure onset relates to degree of hippocampal pathology.
To determine whether the specific location of electrographic seizure onset in the temporal lobe is related to hippocampal pathology in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Consecutive presurgical patients with scalp EEG-video evidence of TLE and no or mild hippocampal atrophy (HA) on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were prospectively studied by using depth and subdural strip electrode recordings to identify the site of the initial ictal discharge (IID). Thirty-four patients had either no or mild HA (HA- group). Four additional patients with moderate or marked HA (HA+ group) who required depth and strip electrodes served as a comparison group. Hippocampal pathology was assessed by MRI volumetrics and histopathologic grade of sclerosis (HS). Thirty-eight patients were investigated. In the HA- group, 10 patients had lobar ictal EEG onsets in the hippocampus (HF), medial paleocortex (MPC), and lateral neocortex (LNC); eight cases had regional IIDs in both HF and MPC; 12 persons had IIDs completely outside the HF; three cases lacked depth electrodes, and only one case (3%) had an IID confined to the HF. By contrast, three (75%) of four HA+ cases had IIDs confined to the HF (p = 0.002). Similarly, in 12 patients with low-grade HS, IIDs confined to the HF area were seen significantly less often than in six cases with high-grade HS (p = 0.025). In this study of a large number of patients with no to mild and a smaller group with moderate to marked HA and HS, the location of seizure onset in the temporal lobe was related to the degree of hippocampal pathology. Absence of HA and low-grade HS was each associated with IIDs in both the hippocampus and medial (with or without lateral) temporal cortex, or only the MPC or LNC. Marked HA and high-grade HS both were associated with IIDs restricted to the HF.